Greetings All,

Please pass this on.

There is a fabulous new interest in driving horses in the SCA these days. The rules for authorizing drivers have never fully been developed. Therefore, effective November 21, 2006, every kingdom that wishes to see driving in their equestrian program must submit a list of authorizing procedures and safety checks to this office for approval.

This subject is a very hot topic with the Rewrite Council and the SCA KEOs. Be patient; we will have new rules ironed out, but in the meanwhile follow the above directive. Stop all driving activities until approved by me.

For approval, send me your kingdom guidelines on driving authorizations. Two kingdoms have been approved so far.

That is all,
Mu'allemah Yaasamiin al-Raqqasa al-'Alaa'i'iyyya, OL, OP
Society Equestrian Marshal